A Cyber-Physical Photovoltaic Array Monitoring and Control System
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ABSTRACT

A cyber physical system approach for a utility-scale photovoltaic (PV) array monitoring and control is presented in this article. This system consists of sensors that capture voltage, current, temperature, and irradiance parameters for each solar panel which are then used to detect, predict and control the performance of the array. More specifically the article describes a customized machine-learning method for remote fault detection and a computer vision framework for cloud movement prediction. In addition, a consensus-based distributed approach is proposed for resource optimization, and a secure authentication protocol that can detect intrusions and cyber threats is presented. The proposed system leverages video analysis of skyline imagery that is used along with other measured parameters to reconfigure the solar panel connection topology and optimize power output. Additional benefits of this cyber physical approach are associated with the control of inverter transients. Preliminary results demonstrate improved efficiency and robustness in renewable energy systems using advanced cyber enabled sensory analysis and fusion devices and algorithms.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Utility-scale photovoltaic (PV) array systems are being rapidly deployed in several areas and are now capable of generating several megawatts of power. Although progress in several associated technologies enabled increased efficiencies and reduced cost, the large number of panels installed in remote areas makes it difficult and expensive to detect and localize faults. Solar power generation is affected by several factors such as shading due to cloud cover, soiling on the panels, unexpected faults and weather conditions. Hence, the efficiency of solar energy farms requires detailed analytics on each panel by sensing individual panel voltage, current, temperature and irradiance. Parameters estimated can be used to determine and repair faults, predict performance, and reconnect panels using relays to optimize power.

We present in this paper, a unique cyber-physical concept that uses sensors, actuators, controllers and network communications for solar energy monitoring and control. The CPS concept is shown in the block diagram of Figure 1, where hardware and algorithms are integrated to detect faults, predict shading, provide real-time analytics for each panel, optimize power, and reduce transients.

Our study describes machine learning, computer vision, wireless sensor network communications, and distributed consensus estimation algorithms whose aim are to improve the efficiency and reliability of utility-scale solar arrays. Theoretical and experimental aspects of this comprehensive CPS approach are described along with implementation details. The methods presented in this paper will be validated on a state of the art solar array testbed shown in Figure 2 (also described in detail later in

Figure 1. Networked PV Array Concept enabling: a) weather feature correlations, b) local shading prediction, c) decision support, and d) fault detection
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